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**Annals of Iowa, Vol 72, Issue 2**
http://www.iowahistory.org/publications/the-annals-of-iowa/

- "This affair is about something bigger than John Bright": Iowans Confront the Jim Crow South, 1946-1951, by Zebulon Baker, 122-160

**Art History, Vol 36, Issue 2**
http://www.iowahistory.org/publications/the-annals-of-iowa/

- Entering the Field of Play: New Approaches to Sport and Art, by Bernard Vere, 450-455
• Incidence and Consequences of Risk-Taking Behavior in Tournaments—Evidence from the NBA, by Christian Grund, Jan Hocker and Stefan Zimmerman, 1489-1501

• Interchanging Scandinavian Models? ‘Science-Based’ Interaction between Military and Civil Institutes for Physical Education in Belgium (1921–1947), by Hans Vangrunderbeek, 109-130

• Team Work? Using Sporting Fiction as an Historical Archive and Source of Developing Theoretical Approaches to Sport History, by Andy Harvey, 131-144

• Centreboards and Sails: The Rise of Open-Boat Racing in Sydney During the 1890s, by Carlin de Montfort, 145-161

• Mixed Doubles: Political Hegemony, Urban Entrepreneurialism and the Australian Open Tennis Championships, by Alistair John, Bob Stewart & Brent McDonald, 162-178

Book Reviews

• Sport and Identity in France: Practices, Locations, Representations, by Adrian Smith, 179-181

• Bhiwani Junction: The Untold Story of Boxing in India, by Nikhilesh Bhattacharya, 182-183

• Routledge Companion to Sports History, by Neil Carter, 183-185

• Waves of Resistance: Surfing and History in Twentieth-Century Hawai‘i, by Kevin Fisher, 185-187

• A History of Eton Fives, by Malcolm Tozer, 187-189

• Modern Pentathlon: A Centenary History: 1912–2012, by Richard Cox, 189-191

• The Two Koreas and the Politics of Global Sport, by Gwang OK, 191-193

Special Issue: Asia

• Shaping Bodies Shaping Minds: Selim Sırrı Tarcan and the Origins of Modern Physical Education in Turkey, by Demet Lüküslü & Şakir Dinçşahin, 195-209

• The Diffusion and Transmission of Cricket among European, Indigenous and Migrant Communities in the British Straits Settlements and Malay States during the Late Eighteenth and Nineteenth Century, 1786–1899, by Peng Han Lim, 210-231

• A Study of Wei–Jin Ancient Tomb Brick Paintings in Hexi Corridor on China's Silk Road, by Jinmei Li, 232-241
H-Sport Journal Watch. Second Quarter 2013

- Chinese Bodies that Matter: The Search for Masculinity and Femininity, by Gladys Pak Lei Chong, 242-266
- Glocalisation of Sport: The NBA's Diffusion in China, by Fuhua Huang, 267-284
- English Newspaper and Sport: The *South China Morning Post*'s Lawn Bowls Reporting in British Colonial Hong Kong, by Yizheng Zou, 285-296
- The Influence of Chosun Marathon Bogeuphoe on Realisation of Korea's National Identity during the US Military Government Era (1945–1948), Moongi Cho, 297-314
- A Modern History of Women Taekwondo in Korea since the Second World War, by Cheong Rak Choi, Chul Moo Heo, Myung Soo Shin & Ah Rong Lee, 315-335

*International Journal of the History of Sport, Vol 30, Issue 4*  
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/fhsp20/30/4#.Ubs3B5z4KC0  
Special Issue: From Beijing to London - Delivering Olympic and Elite Sport in a Cross Cultural Context

- The Olympics and Elite Sport Policy: Where Will It All End? by Barrie Houlihan & Jinming Zheng, 338-355
- A Study of the Relationship Between Elite Athletes' Educational Development and Sporting Performance, by Dawn Aquilina, 374-392
- The Legacy: Did the Beijing Olympic Games have a Long-Term Impact on Grassroots Sport Participation in Chinese Townships?, by Jing Feng & Fan Hong, 407-421
- From Hongkew Recreation Ground to Bird's Nest: The Past, Present and Future of Large Sports Venues in China, by Lu Zhouxiang, 422-442
- China's Olympic Dream and the Legacies of the Beijing Olympics, by Shiming Luo & Fuhua Huang, 443-452

*International Journal of the History of Sport, Vol 30, Issue 5*  
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/fhsp20/30/5#.Ubs4BJz4KC0  
Special Issue: Australasia and the Pacific

- The ‘Chimera’ of Origins: Association Football in Australia before 1880, by Ian Syson, 453-468
- ‘Connected to Something’: Soccer and the Transnational Passions, Memories and Communities of Sydney's Italian Migrants, Francesco Ricatti & Matthew Klugman, 469-483
- Against the Run of Play: The Emergence of Australian Soccer Literature, by Paul Mavroudis, 484-499
The Forgotten Grounds of Sydney: A Retrospective Overview of Select National Soccer League Venues, by Les Street, 500-526

Organising Sport at the Olympic Games: The Case of Sydney 2000, by Stephen Frawley, 527-544

Wicked Wikipedia? Communities of Practice, the Production of Knowledge and Australian Sport History, by Stephen Townsend, Gary Osmond & Murray G. Phillips, 545-559

http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/fhsp20/30/6#.Ubs4npz4KC0
Special Issue: Skiing and Identity: Between Nation, Class, Gender, and Industrialisation

Introduction, by Annette R. Hofmann, 561-562

Taking Ski Tracks to the North. The Invention and Reinvention of Norwegian Polar Skiing: Sportisation, Manliness and National Identities, by Matti Goksøyr, 563-579

Skiing and Sport in the Core Sámi Area of Norway, 1927 to 1964: Organisation, Modernisation and Minority Policy, by Helge Chr. Pedersen, 580-597

The Discursive Construction of National Identity through the Swiss Magazine SKI Before World War I, by Peter Engel, 598-616

Sir Galahad, Skiing and a Woman's Quest for Freedom, by Gertrud Pfister, 617-633

Skiing Before 1914 in France: A Means of Diffusing National Identity, by Yves Morales, 634-646

Slovenian Skiing Identity: Historical Path and Reflection, by Borut Batagelj, 647-658

The Importance of Skiing in Austria, by Rudolf Müllner, 659-673

The Influence of Politics on the Development of Turnen, Mountaineering and Skiing in Western Austria, by Andreas Brugger, 674-691

http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/fhsp20/30/7#.Ubs5mpz4KC0
Special Issue: The London Olympic Games: European Perspectives

In the Shadow of Myron: The Impact of the Discobolus on Representations of Olympic Sport from Victorian Britain to Contemporary China, by Mike O'Mahony, 693-718

Modern Pentathlon at the London 2012 Olympics: Between Traditional Heritage and Modern Changes for Survival, by Sandra Heck, 719-735

London is Just Around the Corner: Belgium, Britain and Sport, by Pascal Delheye, Stijn Knuts & Thomas Ameye, 736-756

Monarchy, Socialism and Modern Capitalism: Hungary's Participation in Three London Olympic Games, by Nikoletta Onyestyák, 757-773

From Best to Worst? Romania and Its Nostalgia for Olympic Successes, by Simona Petracovschi & Thierry Terret, 774-788

The Olympic Games in London 2012 from a Swedish Media Perspective, by Susanna Hedenborg, 789-804
Close Strangers or Strange Friends? The London Olympics and Anglo-Norwegian Sports Relations in a Historical Perspective, by Matti Goksøyr, 805-824

International Journal of the History of Sport, Vol 30, Issue 8
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/fhsp20/current#.Ubs6U5z4KC0

Editorial, by Wray Vamplew, 825
‘The Charm of Being Loose and Free’: Nineteenth-Century Fisherwomen in the North American Wilderness, by David McMurray, 826-852
The Amplification and De-Amplification of Amateurism and Professionalism in the Gaelic Athletic Association, by John Connolly & Paddy Dolan, 853-870
Moving towards Inclusion: An Analysis of Photographs from the 1926 Women's Games in Gothenburg, by Natalie Barker-Ruchti, Karin Grahn & Claes Annerstedt, 871-891
How Much Sport is there in Sport Physiology? Practice and Ideas in the Stockholm School of Physiology at GCI, 1941–1969, by Daniel Svensson, 892-913

Book Reviews

Places We Play: Ireland's Sporting HeritageMike Cronin and Roisin HigginsWilton The Collins Press, 2011, by Mike Huggins, 914-915
Historia SportuWojciech LipońskiWarsaw, Wydawnictwo Naukowe PWN, 20127, by Paul Newsham 915-917
Sport and Politics in Modern Britain: The Road to 2012Kevin JefferysBasingstoke, Palgrave Macmillan, 2012, by Dilwyn Porter, 917-919
Olympic Visions: Images of the Games through HistoryMike O'MahonyLondon, Reaktion Books Ltd., 2012, by Iain Adams, 919-921
Sport and Democracy in the Ancient and Modern WorldsPaul ChristensenCambridge, Cambridge University Press, by Allen Guttmann, 921-923
Sport, Politics and Society in the Arab WorldSport, Politics and Society in the Arab WorldMahfoud AmaraLondon, Palgrave Macmillan, 2012, by Philip Dine, 923-925
Memorialkultur im Fussballsport: Medien, Rituale and Praticken des Erinnerns, Gedenkens und Vergessens (Memorial Culture in Football: Media, rituals and practices of remembering, remembrance and forgetting)Markwart Herzog (ed.)Stuttgart: W. Kohlhammer, by Mike Huggins, 926-928
Conspiracy of Silence: Sportswriters and the Long Campaign to Desegregate Baseball, by Chris Lamb, by Mitchell Nathanson, 928-930
• Football’s coming home: A critical evaluation of the Homeless World Cup as an intervention to combat social exclusion, by Jonathan Magee and Ruth Jeanes, 3-19
• Building social capital: Examining the impact of Street Soccer USA on its volunteers, by Jon Welty Peachey, Adam Cohen, John Borland and Alexis Lyras, pp 20-37
• Honk if you like minorities: Vuvuzela attitudes predict outgroup liking, by Sarah E. Gaither and Samuel R. Sommers, 54-65
• Re-placing sport migrants: Moving beyond the institutional structures informing international sport migration, by Thomas F. Carter, pp 66-82
• Ladies of Besiktaş: A dismantling of male hegemony at İnönü Stadium, by Itir Erhart, 83-98
• ‘A splendid effort!’ Print media reporting of England’s women’s performance in the 2009 Cricket World Cup, by Kay Biscomb and Gerald Griggs, 99-111
• ‘They treat me like I’m scum’: Social exclusion and established-outsider relations in a British tennis club, by Robert J. Lake, 112-128
• Chinese Olympic sport policy: Managing the impact of globalization, by Tien-Chin Tan and Barrie Houlihan, 131-152
• Starting a sport in the Netherlands: A life-course analysis of the effects of individual, parental and partner characteristics, by Gerbert Kraaykamp, Marloes Oldenkamp and Koen Breedveld, 153-170
• Skirtboarder net-a-narratives: Young women creating their own skateboarding (re)presentations, by Steph MacKay and Christine Dallaire, 171-195
• Where are the female athletes in Sports Illustrated? A content analysis of covers (2000–2011), by Jonetta D. Weber and Robert M. Carini, 196-203
• Initiate: Constructing the ‘reality’ of male team sport initiation rituals, by Ben Clayton, 204-219
• Creating fear: The social construction of human Growth Hormone as a dangerous doping drug, by Bernat Lopez, 220-237
• Competing loyalties in sports medicine: Threats to medical professionalism in elite, commercial sport, by Lynley Anderson and Steve Jackson, 238-256

International Review for the Sociology of Sport, Vol 48, Issue 3
http://irs.sagepub.com/content/48/3.toc

• Organisations, practices, actors, and events: Exploring inside the distance running social world, by Richard Shipway and Jimmy Holloway, 259-276
• ‘It was my thought … he made it a reality’: Normalization and responsibility in athletes’ accounts of performance-enhancing drug use, by Evdokia Pappa and Eileen Kennedy, 277-294
• Race, sport and social support: A comparison between African American and White youths’ perceptions of social support for sport participation, by Sohaila Shakib and Philip Veliz, 295-317
• ‘This is men’s ultimate’: (Re)creating multiple masculinities in elite open Ultimate Frisbee, by Hamish Crocket, 318-333
• Learning the game: Football fandom culture and the origins of practice, by Kevin Dixon, 334-348
• One country, two systems, three flags: Imagining Olympic nationalism in Hong Kong and Macao, by Glos Ho and Alan Bairner, 349-365
• Advantage men: The sex pay gap in professional tennis, by Collin R. Flake, Mikaela J. Dufur and Erin L. Moore, 266-276

Book Reviews

• Inclusive Masculinity: The Changing Nature of Masculinities, by Jamie Cleland, 380-383

Japanese Studies, Vol 33, Issue 1
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/cjst20/current#Ub-AxZz4KC0

• For Basketball Court and Company Cubicle: New Expectations for University Athletes and Corporate Employees in Japan, by Aaron L. Miller, 63-81

Journal of American History, Vol 100, Issue 1
http://www.journalofamericanhistory.org/issues/1001/

• Men's College Athletics and the Politics of Racial Equality: Five Pioneer Stories of Black Manliness, White Citizenship, and American Democracy, Courtney Michelle Smith, 244-245

Journal of Sport History, Vol 40, Issue 1

• The Past in the Present: Sport History and Popular Culture
• Introduction, by Murray Phillips, 1-2
• History, Culture, Surfing: Exploring Historiographical Relationships, by Douglas Booth, 3-20
Senses and Emotions in the History of Sport, by Barbara Keys, 21-38
Sport, Popular Culture, and the Future: Some Commentary, by Martin Crotty, 57-68
“Seeing What Frames Our Seeing”: Seeking Histories on Early Black Female Boxers, by Cathy van Ingen, 93-110

Research Note

The Internet and the Future of Sport History: A Brief Commentary, by Holly Thorpe, 127-136

Film, Media, and Museum Reviews

Mighty Jerome (2010). By Brenda Zeman 141-144

Book Reviews

Historical Dictionary of Soccer, by Jaime Orejan, 154-156
Football/Soccer: History and Tactics, by Benjamin D. Lisle, 157-158
Sport, Race and Ethnicity: Narratives of Difference and Diversity, by Scott A.G.M. Crawford, 159-161
I Grew Up with Basketball: Twenty Years of Barnstorming with Cage Greats of Yesterday, by Murry Nelson, 163-164
H-Sport Journal Watch. Second Quarter 2013

- The Mindful Carnivore: A Vegetarian’s Hunt for Sustenance, by Andrea L. Smalley, 165-167
- Baseball and Memory: Winning, Losing, and the Remembrance of Things Past, by Zachary Ingle, 167-169
- Two Pioneers: How Hank Greenberg and Jackie Robinson Transformed Baseball—And America, by David Welky, 169-170
- Brazil Goes Olympic: Historical Fragments from Brazil and the Olympic Movement until 1936, by Nelson Todt, 170-172
- Banzai Babe Ruth: Baseball, Espionage, & Assassination during the 1934 Tour of Japan, by Joseph F. Stoltz III, 172-173
- Beyond Bend It Like Beckham: The Global Phenomenon of Women’s Soccer, by by Amanda Tollefson, 172-175
- Transpacific Field of Dreams: How Baseball Linked the United States and Japan in Peace and War, by Dennis J. Frost, 175-176
- Sport im den USA, by David Chapman, 176-178
- Double No-Hit: Johnny Vander Meer’s Historic Night under the Lights, by Amy Essington, 179-180
- Euphoria and Exhaustion: Modern Sport in Soviet Culture and Society, by Craig Greenham, 180-181
- The Little Black Bottle: Choppy Warburton, the Questions of Doping, and the Deaths of his Bicycle Riders, by Duncan R. Jamieson, 183-185
- The Kentucky Derby; How the Run for the Roses Became America’s Premier Sporting Event, by Susan Hamburger, 185-186
- Bicycles: Vintage People on Photo Postcards, by Duncan R. Jamieson, 186-188
- “This Rugby Spellbound People”: Rugby Football in Nineteenth-Century Cardiff and Wales, by Rob Elliott Owens, 188-190
- Sport and the Talented Tenth: African American Athletes in the Colleges and Universities of the Northeast, 1879-1920, by Michael Lomax, 190-191
- Tarnished Rings: The International Olympic Committee and the Salt Lake City Bid Scandal, by Thomas M. Hunt, 191-192

Journal of Asian Studies, Vol 72, Issue 2
http://www.asian-studies.org/publications/JAS_72_2_TOC.pdf

- Transnational Sport: Gender, Media, and Global Korea, by: Jin-kyung, 480-482
The Economic Impact of Stadiums and Teams: The Case of Minor League Baseball, by Nola Agha, 227-252
Contests With Doping, by Dmitry Ryvkin, 253-275
Assessing Professional Tennis Players Using Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA), by Jose L. Ruiz, Diego Pastor and Jesus T. Pastor, 276-302

Immediate Effects of On-The-Job Training and Its Intensity: Team Defensive Production During NBA Homestands and Roadtrips, by Andrew W. Nutting, 303-320


Last King of the Sports Page: The Life and Career of Jim Murray, by Vincent F. Filak, 399-400

Praecisio and Conjecture: Cusanus' Ball Game and the 'Learned Ignorance' of the World, by: Annarita Angelini, 5-18.
Tennis and the Scientific Revolution, by: Marco Beretta, Alessandro Tosi, 1-4
Jacob Bernoulli and the Mathematics of Tennis. by Edith Dudley Sylla, 142-163
Galileo and Tennis: Reconciling the New Physics with Commonsense, by Stefano Gattei, 66-84.
• Tennis in Early Modern Visual Culture. by, Alessandro Tosi, 85-114.

*Patterns of Prejudice, Vol 47, Issue 2*
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/rpop20/current#.Ub92Ipz4KC0

• ‘There is no discrimination here, but the Committee never elects Jews’: antisemitism in British golf, 1894–1970, by David Dee, 117-138

*Review of Black Political Economy, Vol 40, Issue 2*
http://link.springer.com/journal/12114/40/2/page/1

• Racial Position Segregation in Intercollegiate Football: Do Players become more Racially Segregated as they Transition from High School to College? by Joshua Pitts and Daniel Yost 207-230

*Soccer and Society*
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/fsas20/13/5-6#.UbuMQpz4KC0

Special Issue: Soccer in the Middle East

• Soccer in the Middle East: an introduction, by Alon Raab, 619-638
• Race, Place and Soccer: Egypt, Morocco and ‘African’ identity in the competition to host the 2010 FIFA World Cup, by Shaun T. Lopez, 639-652
• Playing for identity and independence: the issue of Palestinian statehood and the role of FIFA, by Glen M. E. Duerr, 653-666
• A new heart for Turkish soccer: a virtue ethics diagnosis and treatment, by Jesús Ilundáin-Agurruza & Cem Kuleli, 667-686
• The view from the stands: life among Istanbul’s soccer fanatics, by Elif Batuman, 687-700
• Reshaping the national bounds through fandom: the Ultraslan of Galatasaray, by Adrien Battini, 701-719
• Spring forward: female Muslim soccer players in Iraqi Kurdistan, by Geoff Harkness, 720-738
• A hobby or hobbling? Playing Palestinian women’s soccer in Israel, by Kenda R. Stewart, 739-763
• Coverage of sports news in *Filastin*, 1911–1948, by Issam Khalidi, 764-776
• Peace building? The coverage of Arab football players in the Hebrew sports media during the October 2000 riots, by Chen Kertcher, 777-788
• Walls and goals: the Israeli–Palestinian encounter in football films and literature, by Alon Raab, 789-794
• Lebanon: a country torn apart on the soccer pitch: James Montague, by James Montague, 795-800
• From Terso into Ultras: the 2011 Egyptian revolution and the radicalization of the soccer’s Ultra-Fans, by Shawki El-Zatmah, 801-813
• Syria, by James Montague, 814-818
• Selections from Drumbeat by Mohamed El-Bisatie, by Alon Raab, 819-826

Literary Selections

• Selections from Moon Over Samarqand by Mohamed Mansi Qandil, by Alon Raab, pages 827-830
• Life is More Beautiful Than Paradise: A Jihadist’s Own Story by Khaled Al-Berry, by Alon Raab, 831-833
• Diary entries written during the road to the 2006 Mundial – from the diary of Morad Fareed, Palestinian national team member, by Morad Fareed, 834-844

*Soccer and Society, Vol 14, Issue 1*
[http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/fsas20/14/1#.UbuN5Zz4KC0](http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/fsas20/14/1#.UbuN5Zz4KC0)

• Fútbol cantitos: negotiating masculinity in Argentina, by Charles T. Parrish & John Nauright, 1-19
• The importance of being benched: soccer, contingency and re-enchantment, by Søren Frank, 52-65
• Spatial mobilities, football players and the World Cup: evidence from the English premier league, by Peter Millward, 20-34
• Football in the community schemes: exploring the effectiveness of an intervention in promoting healthful behaviour change, by Daniel Parnell, Gareth Stratton, Barry Drust & Dave Richardson, 35-51
• What is the next step? The champions league clubs and their sponsors. From Bwin to Qatar Sports Investment, by Xavier Ginesta, 66-79
• Liquid fandom: neo-tribes and fandom in the context of liquid modernity, by Shaun Best, 80-92
• Founders, foundations and early identities: football’s early growth in Barcelona, by Andrew McFarland, 93-107
• ‘We wear Arsenal, but we are Deportivo Hidalgo’: jerseys, team names and senses of place in Latino recreational fútbol leagues in Oklahoma City, by Keith Kleszynski, 108-116

*Soccer and Society, Vol 14, Issue 2*
[http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/fsas20/14/2#.UbuOrZz4KC0](http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/fsas20/14/2#.UbuOrZz4KC0)

Special Issue: Fan Culture in European Football and the Influence of Left Wing & Progressive Ideology

• Introduction: reflections on the context of ‘Left Wing’ fan cultures, by David & Peter Kennedy, 117-131
A contextual analysis of Europe’s ultra football supporters movement, by David Kennedy, 132-153
Bosnia, the bridge, and the ball, by Toby Kinder, 154-166
The Politics and Culture of FC St. Pauli: from leftism, through anti-establishment, to commercialization, by Petra Daniel & Christos Kassimeris, 167-182
Political ideology and activism in football fan culture in Spain: a view from the far left, by Ramón Spaaij & Carles Viñas, 183-200
The struggle for grassroots involvement in football club governance: experiences of a supporter-activist, by Colin Fitzpatrick, 201-214
La Tessera della Rivolta: Italy’s failed fan identification card, by Matthew C. Guschwan, 215-229
Kicking from the left: the friendship of Celtic and FC St. Pauli supporters, by William Mc Dougall, 230-245
‘The birthplace of Italian communism’: political identity and action amongst Livorno fans, by Mark Doidge, 246-261
Racism, xenophobia and intolerance in Spanish football: evolution and responses from the government and the civil society, by Ramon Llopis-Goig, 262-276
‘Left wing’ supporter movements and the political economy of football, by Peter Kennedy, 277-290

Soccer in Society, Vol 14, Issue 3
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/fsas20/14/3#.UbuPjZz4KC0
Special Issue: Football, Race and Ethnicity

Introduction, by David Hassan, 291-295
Institutional racism, whiteness and the under-representation of minorities in leadership positions in football in Europe, by Steven Bradbury, 296-314
Geographical typology of European football rivalries, by Seweryn Dmowski, 331-343
A team like no ‘Other’: the racialized position of Insaka FC in Irish schoolboy football, by Max Mauro, 344-363
Can’t play here: the decline of pick-up soccer and social capital in the USA, by Joseph M. Ellis & Hemant Sharma, 364-385
National bonding and meanings given to race and ethnicity: watching the football World Cup on Dutch TV, by Jacco van Sterkenburg, 386-403
‘The successes and challenges of hosting the 2010 FIFA World Cup’: the case of Cape Town, South Africa, by Dean Allen, 404-415
The ‘silent’ Irish – football, migrants and the pursuit of integration, by David Hassan & Ken McCue, 416-428
H-Sport Journal Watch. Second Quarter 2013

Sociology of Sport Journal, Vol 30, Issue 1
http://journals.humankinetics.com/ssj-back-issues/ssj-volume-30-issue-1-march

- Parkour, Masculinity, and the City, by Jeffrey L. Kidder, 1-23
- Who’s In and Who Is Out? Legitimate Bodies Within the Paralympic Games, by David E. J. Purdue and P. David Howe, 24 – 40
- Saving Lives With Soccer and Shoelaces: The Hyperreality of Nike (RED), by Courtney Szto, 41 – 56
- Sporting Homonationalisms: Sexual Exceptionalism, Queer Privilege, and the 21st Century International Lesbian and Gay Sport Movement, by Judy Davidson, 57 – 82
- The Mediasport Interpellation: Gender, Fanship, and Consumer Culture, by Lawrence Wenner, 83 – 103

Book Review

- Ultimate Fighting and Embodiment, by Rob Owens, 104 – 107

Sport, Education and Society, Vol 18, Issue 2
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/cses20/18/2#.Ubxr2pz4KC0

- Brown bodies, racialisation and physical education, by Katie Fitzpatrick, 135-153
- Researching embodiment in movement contexts: a phenomenological approach, by Øyvind F. Standal & Gunn Engelsrud, 154-166
- Cultures of play during middle childhood: interpretive perspectives from two distinct marginalized communities, by Andrew M. Guest, 167-183
- Developing school students’ identity and engagement through lifestyle sports: a case study of unicycling, Wendy J. Bignold, 184-199
- Selling out (in) sport management: practically evaluating the state of the American (Sporting) Union, by Amber Wiest & Ryan King-White, 200-221
- The theory of planned behaviour: predicting pre-service teachers’ teaching behaviour towards a constructivist approach, by Carrie Lijuan Wang & Amy S. Ha, 222-242
- What spurs curriculum making in physical education? Four narratives of experienced teachers, by Suhak Oh, JeongAe You, Wonjung Kim & Cheryl J. Craig, 243-266

Book Reviews

- The end of the obesity epidemic, by Douglas Booth, 267-269
- The Grads are playing tonight. The story of the Edmonton commercial graduates basketball club, by Sharon R. Phillips, 270-272
- The lady footballers: struggling to play in Victorian Britain, by Joanne Hill, 273-276
Physical education beyond sportification and biopolitics: an untimely defense of Swedish gymnastics, by Joris Vlieghe, 277-291

Changing personas and evolving identities: the contestation and renegotiation of researcher roles in fieldwork, by Laura Purdy & Robyn Jones, 292-310

Practical epistemologies in physical education practice, by Mikael Quennerstedt, 311-333

Physical education beyond sportification and biopolitics: an untimely defense of Swedish gymnastics, by Joris Vlieghe, 277-291

Changing personas and evolving identities: the contestation and renegotiation of researcher roles in fieldwork, by Laura Purdy & Robyn Jones, 292-310

Practical epistemologies in physical education practice, by Mikael Quennerstedt, 311-333

Sport physiology research and governing gender in sport—a power–knowledge relation?, by Håkan Larsson, 334-348

Transitioning to an athletic subjectivity: first-semester experiences at a corporate (sporting) university, by Bryan C. Clift & Ronald L. Mower, 349-369

Negotiations of the ageing process: older adults' stories of sports participation, Rylee A. Dionigi, Sean Horton & Joseph Baker, 370-387

Educating through sport? Examining HIV/AIDS education and sport-for-development through the perspectives of Zambian young people, Ruth Jeanes, 388-406

Dispositions of elite-level Australian rugby coaches towards game sense: characteristics of their coaching habitus, by Richard L. Light & John Robert Evans, 407-423

Book Reviews

- Qualitative research for physical culture, by Trent D. Brown, 424-428
- Queer bodies: sexualities, genders and fatness in physical education, by Joanne Hill, 428-432

'Sport Education and Society, Vol 18, Issue 4'

- 'Every child (of every size) matters’ in physical education! Physical education's role in childhood obesity, by Lorraine Cale & Jo Harris, 433-452
- The wages of whiteness: confronting the nature of ivory tower racism and the implications for physical education, by Delia D. Douglas & Joannie M. Halas, 453-474
- Biomedicine, psychology and the kindergarten: children at risk and emerging knowledge practices, by Michalis Kontopodis, 475-493
- ‘Governmentality’ in the origins of European female PE and sport: the Spanish case study (1883–1936), by Raúl Sánchez García & Antonio Rivero Herraiz, 494-510
Constructive readings of interactive episodes: examining ethics in physical education from a social constructionist perspective, by Dean M. Barker, Natalie Barker-Ruchti & Uwe Pühse, 511-526

Sticks and stones: the multifarious effects of body-based harassment on young girls’ healthy lifestyle choices, by Margery J. Holman, Jay Johnson & Mary-Kaye Lucier, 527-549

Why children join and stay in sports clubs: case studies in Australian, French and German swimming clubs, Richard L. Light, Stephen Harvey & Daniel Memmert, 550-566

Equity and difference in physical education, youth sport, and health: a narrative approach, by Gloria Clarke, 567-571

Book Reviews

Aretism: an ancient sports philosophy for the modern sports world, by Hamish Crocket, 571-573

Sport Ethics and Philosophy, Vol 7, Issue 2
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/rsep20/current#.Ubype5z4KC0

The Integrity of Sport: Unregulated Gambling, Match Fixing and Corruption, by Mike McNamee, 173-174

Bend it like Beckham! The Ethics of Genetically Testing Children for Athletic Potential, by Silvia Camporesi, 175-185

Foreign Talent, Local Glory: Can National Excellence Be Outsourced?, by Jason Phan, 186-201

The Woman in Black: Exposing Sexist Beliefs About Female Officials in Elite Men’s Football, by Carwyn Jones & Lisa Louise Edwards, 202-216

Skultetey’s Categories of Competition – A Competing Conceptualisation?, by Richard Royce, 217-230

Bergson and Athleticism, by Geoffrey Callaghan, 231-244

Gender Roles Roll, by Pam R. Sailors, 245-258


Back to The Phenomena (of Sport) – or Back to The Phenomenologists? Towards a Phenomenology of (Sports) Phenomenology, by Henning Eichberg, 271-282

Human Enhancement and Enhancing Human Capacities, by Leon Culbertson, 283-291
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